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% of markets that are 
highly concentrated:

65% of specialty 
physician markets

57% of insurer markets

39% of primary care 
markets

The Problem: High Prices Driven by Consolidation
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It’s still the prices, stupid High prices driven by consolidation



Consolidation

Market 
Power

Higher 
Prices

It all comes down to market power

Market power is amassed through 
consolidation (horizontal mergers, 
vertical consolidation, joint 
ventures)

Higher priced providers are not 
higher quality

What drives high prices?



Policy Approach Tools
1. Gather data • All-payer claims databases

• Enhanced hospital financial reporting and hospital cost tool

2. Active state purchasing • Reference-based pricing for state employee health plans

3. Mitigate consolidation and abuses 
of market power

• Pre-transaction review and approval proposed transactions
• Banning anticompetitive health insurance contract terms

4. Oversee hospital cost growth • Health care cost growth benchmarks

5. Limit hospital rates • Health insurance rate review – affordability standards
• Limit outpatient facility fees
• Public option
• All-payer model, global hospital budgets

What Can States Do to Address Horizontal and Vertical 
Consolidation?
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Health Insurance Rate Review as a Tool
• Use health insurance rate review authority to 

implement health care affordability standards
• Since 2010, Rhode Island has used its Office of 

Health Insurance Commissioner to control 
hospital costs through insurance rate review
• OHIC authority: individual, small group, and 

fully insured large group markets
• Includes an affordability standard as a criteria for 

insurance rate approval: 
• Insurers must limit hospital rate increases to 

the rate of inflation (Urban CPI) + 1%
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For more than a decade, Rhode Island has used a unique insurance rate review approach to keep hospital costs from rising any more than inflation plus 1 percent.From public options to cost-growth benchmarks, states are exploring a number of innovative approaches to stabilize health care costs. Hospital costs are a particularly significant driver of insurance premiums rates. As health care consolidation increases, costs rise and insurers may be less likely to exert negotiating power to lower those costs.Rhode Island’s affordability standards require the inflation plus 1 percent cap in insurers’ negotiated prices with hospitals in order to have their premium rates approved, offers an avenue for health care cost controls. While the degree of regulatory oversight over insurance markets varies across the country, many states may be able to replicate Rhode Island’s approach.Other states are moving to follow RI’s model: Delaware and Colorado have taken steps to develop affordability standards. 



What was the effect? 

“Total spending growth decreased, driven by lower prices concordant with 
the adoption of price controls. Quality measures were unaffected or 
improved. The Rhode Island experience indicates that states may be able 
to slow total commercial health care spending growth through price 
controls while maintaining quality.”
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NASHP Toolkit – Insurance Rate Review Authority
• NASHP Toolkit:
• Assess your state’s existing rate 

review authority 
• Model statutory authority for a 

health insurance affordability 
standard

• Model regulations to implement 
the affordability standard

https://www.nashp.org/nashp-toolkit-for-assessing-and-enacting-health-insurance-rate-review-authority-to-control-health-care-costs/


NASHP Toolkit - Assess

There are 3 main questions to assess existing rate 
review authority to implement an affordability standard:
1. Type of rate review (prior approval vs. file-and-use)
2. Scope of rate review (which market segments?)
3. Consumer protection authority (does your rate 

review law include a duty to protect consumers, 
promote the public interest, or improve affordability?)
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Type of Rate Review. Although a state may be in a better position to enact an affordability standard via health insurance rate review if it has prior approval authority rather than file and use authority, a state can start with the authority it has and use retrospective enforcement under file and use review.Scope of Authority. States should understand the scope of their health insurance rate review authority, including which market segments to which the authority extends: individual, small group, or large group markets. States that only extend health insurance rate review requirements to the individual and small group markets could enact an affordability standard applicable to those market segments as a starting point. But to have a larger impact on health care costs overall, the rate review authority would need to extend to the large group market as well.Consumer protection authority. If a state’s existing health insurance rate review laws include authority to take steps to protect consumers, protect the public’s interest or welfare, or promote affordability, then the model statutory text below may be unnecessary. The state could rely on that existing authority and implement rulemaking to establish an affordability standard.



NASHP Toolkit – Model Statutory Authority 
Powers and Duties of the Commissioner
(A) With respect to health insurance as defined in [code section], the Commissioner shall discharge the powers 

and duties of office to: 
(1) Protect the public interest and the interests of consumers;
(2) Encourage the fair treatment of providers;
(3) View the health care system as a comprehensive entity and encourage and direct insurers towards policies 

that advance the welfare of the public through overall efficiency, affordability, improved health care 
quality, and appropriate access. 

Rate Filing Requirements
(A) In discharging the duties of the Office, including but not limited to the Commissioner’s decisions to approve, 

disapprove, modify or take any other action authorized by law with respect to a health insurer’s filing of 
health insurance rates or rate formulas under [cite to code provisions], the Commissioner may consider 
whether the health insurer’s products are affordable and whether the carrier has implemented effective 
strategies to enhance the affordability of its products. 

(B) The Insurance Commissioner may promulgate regulations to carry out the powers and duties of this Section, 
including without limitation, to implement rate filing requirements, establish affordability standards, 
impose penalties, and ensure compliance with this section.  
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To implement an affordability standard, a state’s rate review statute must give the insurance commissioner the authority to assess a broader array of statutory factors in rate review beyond insurer solvency to include consumer protection and affordability.To provide authority to implement affordability standards via health insurance rate review, the statutory text ought to be drafted broadly enough to authorize the insurance commissioner to pursue policies to protect the public interest and promote health care affordability. However, the statutory text should leave specification of the affordability standard and implementation to regulation to preserve flexibility to pursue other policy objectives, such as the promotion of primary care, alternative payment models, or the reduction of health disparities.



NASHP Toolkit – Model Regulations
(A) Affordability Standard. Each health insurer shall include in its hospital contracts a 

provision that agrees on rates for each contract year. Review and prior approval by the 
Commissioner shall be required if:

(1) The aggregate rate increase, calculated as the weighted average increase for inpatient 
and outpatient services, is greater than the Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers: All Items Less Food and Energy(“CPI-Urban”) percentage increase, as 
determined by the Commissioner by [October 1] each year based on the most recently 
published United States Bureau of Labor Statistics data, plus one percent (CPI-Urban + 
1%).

(B) Separation of Inpatient and Outpatient Services. The Commissioner may, in his or her 
discretion, calculate average rate increases separately for inpatient and outpatient services 
and require that neither the inpatient nor the outpatient average rate increases in any 
hospital contract exceed CPI-Urban plus 1 percent. 
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These model regulations provide for specific standards of affordability of health insurance premiums, including a provision that limits the rate of growth of hospital inpatient and outpatient rates in provider contracts. The model is based on rules in Rhode Island that limit the aggregate increase in health insurers’ contracts with hospitals to the annual rate of inflation, calculated as the Consumer Price Index – Urban plus 1 percent. In addition to establishing the affordability standard, the model regulations provide for monitoring and enforcement.  Enforcement authority includes denial of approval for the rate filing application, conditional approval based on corrective action, requiring reporting of data, and imposition of penalties. 



Further considerations

• Staffing capacity, budget, expertise?
• Consider using existing market conduct examination authority, 

charging cost to insurers.
• Extend to professional services? 
• How to address increased costs from utilization (not just price)?
• Once established, consider adjustments to address distributional 

inequities (e.g., rural, critical access, small hospitals).
• How to harmonize with a state health cost growth benchmark? 

• But keep it simple, especially initially



Resources: 

• NASHP Blog: Insurance Rate Review as a Hospital Cost 
Containment Tool: Rhode Island’s Experience

• NASHP Toolkit: Health Insurance Rate Authority to Control Health 
Care Costs—Model Legislation and Regulatory Language

• Rhode Island’s affordability standard rules: 230 R.I. Code R. 20-
30-4.10. 

• Health Affairs article: Baum, Aaron, et al. “Health care spending 
slowed after Rhode Island applied affordability standards to 
commercial insurers.” Health Affairs 38.2 (2019): 237-245.

https://www.nashp.org/insurance-rate-review-as-a-hospital-cost-containment-tool-rhode-islands-experience/
https://www.nashp.org/nashp-toolkit-for-assessing-and-enacting-health-insurance-rate-review-authority-to-control-health-care-costs/
https://rules.sos.ri.gov/regulations/part/230-20-30-4
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/10.1377/hlthaff.2018.05164
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